
GP RACING 
Pocket Sports GP Racing is a simple dice rolling game that lets you control a driver in a GP Racing championship. The 
game can be played in solo mode or by up to 4 players. You will each have coloured cubes to keep track of race positions 
and your car’s condition. The game is designed to be di�cult to win, with drivers gaining and losing positions throughout 
the entire race.
  
Your objective is to make ‘attacking moves’ during the various stages of each race and pass the drivers in front of you one 
by one, hopefully earning a podium �nish.  
There are six dice. The red die is your Driver and will be the �rst used at the start of a player’s turn. It will indicate which of 
the three ‘tactic’ dice to roll next as your Driver attempts to advance a position in the race �eld. The three tactics available 
are:

 
 POWER (acceleration), LINE (steering/cornering) and POSITION (using your car to ‘bully’ other drivers). Each of these tactic 
dice feature attacking moves with a numerical value. These indicate how much e�ort has been put into your attempt to 
pass the car in front. The higher the value, the more chance your Driver has of advancing a place, e.g. Torque has a value of 
‘4’ and is not a strong attack. The success of any attacking tactic will be dependent on how the ‘Pack’ reacts. 
 
PACK: the white die represents the other Drivers trying not to let you pass. It will be your opponent’s job to roll this die a 
maximum of two times to equal or better the value of your own Driver’s ‘attack’. If the Pack succeeds, your Driver stays in 
the same position. If they are unsuccessful, you advance one place in the race. 
 

You can execute one attacking tactic per turn before the next player starts their turn by rolling the red Driver die.  
There will be times when your Driver’s attack is repelled before it has even begun.  CUT OFF/BOXED IN/OUT OF TRACK all 
thwart your chances, ending your turn immediately.  

SECTIONS OF TRACK: the white Pack die features 3 levels of di�culty A, B & C. Five sides of this die represent the e�ort 
made by the Pack with the numbers 1 - 5, but one face shows three di�erent modes – the defensive value obtained will 
depend on the section of track currently being driven through.  
A ‘X’ means the Pack has no e�ect, i.e. a value of zero, with one roll spent.  
B ‘re-roll’ gives the Pack a chance to roll again.  
C ‘6’ represents the highest possible defensive value as the Pack closes ranks.  

Each track features all 3 of these modes throughout its di�erent sections.  

REAR (Ghost) DRIVERS: during the race, you will have many REAR DRIVERS attempt to overtake you. Your turn will now 
become an attempt to sti�e their attack in order not to lose a position. When this occurs, YOU will be defending as the 
Pack and must meet the value of 5. You have two rolls (using the Pack mode A rule) to achieve this. If you succeed, your 
Driver stays in the same position. If unsuccessful, you drop back one place in the race. Your turn ends after this with either 
result.  

MAKE A MOVE +1: your Driver will add +1 to his tactic value when you roll this result. It is stackable, which means that if 
you roll it twice before moving on to a tactic die, you will gain +2.  

SYSTEM CHECK: each Driver’s car starts with 3 points in four di�erent categories (Tyres/Brakes/Engine/Fuel) that will be 
expended during the course of the race. You will need to keep an eye on these levels and take Pit Stops when possible to 
reset all four categories to their full strength. Start by placing cubes on the �rst box in each category and move them 
downwards as your car takes damage. 

When the result SYSTEM CHECK appears on the red die, roll the black die to see which category has been a�ected, then 
move your cube down the category track as required. This does not end your turn - roll the red die again. There can only 
be 1 SYSTEM CHECK during each player’s turn - simply re-roll if it appears a second time. REMEMBER - if any of the four 
categories are depleted 3 times, your Driver must retire from the race!  

In the event of an ALERT or CRASH, Drivers must equal or better the required skill check with a single Pack die roll (Mode 
C), in accordance with the hazards listed at the bottom of each track circuit.
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PIT STOPS: making a Pit Stop allows you to reset your car’s system categories to full strength. You may only choose to do 
this when the Pit Stop result appears on the RED Driver die, or when you use your EMERGENCY Pit Stop special ability. A 
Pit Stop is counted as one turn and you must roll the WHITE die twice to see how fast your pit crew services the car. A 
green arrow indicates a clean entry/exit. A red arrow indicates a terrible entry/exit and will cost you one or two positions 
in the race. 

RACING STRATEGIES: the game comes with 4 di�erent team cards. Each team’s Driver can perform speci�c in-race 
manoeuvres once per track. You may use these to gain advantages such as rolling the tactics die twice on a single turn, 
adding a bonus to your attack value, automatically repelling Rear Drivers, and other unique skills that can be brutal to 
your opponents’ chances. Some manoeuvres can be used at any time as re-roll to improve a bad throw, but others may 
only be used at speci�c times in the race, with a Skill Check roll required to activate them.

  

Abilities that give a bonus may be used at any time with a compatible tactic. If you have a POWER +1 bonus, you may 
choose to use it after the Driver has determined which POWER attack will be executed. Using the bonus with a high value 
attack is advisable.
  
e.g. if your Driver rolls POWER tactic DRS down 8 and you wish to use a POWER +1 modi�er, simply announce that you will 
use it and add the value. In this case, 8 + 1 = a total of 9 that the Pack must match or better. Afterwards, regardless of the 
result, the bonus cannot be used again for that particular race/track

SKILL CHECK: each Driver has a unique ability to disrupt an opponent that is directly in front of or behind them on the 
track and force them to lose 2 places. If you wish to use this ability, announce who you are targeting AT THE BEGINNING 
OF YOUR TURN, and the driver in question must achieve a skill check value of 3 with a single roll of the WHITE die. If they 
succeed in rolling a 3 or higher, play continues and this ability cannot be used again. If a 1 or 2 is rolled, they must drop 
back 2 places on the leader board.  

*Skill check rolls will also be required for any ALERT or CRASH system checks

QUALIFYING LAPS                STARTING GRID POSITIONS
Each track requires players to roll the WHITE die a number of times with the added total being your starting position on 
the grid. In the event of two times being the same, the Driver that rolled �rst will take front grid position, with the second 
Driver  taking the position behind. Once determined, each player will place their coloured marked on the ‘Leader Board’ 
track in the center of the track sheet.

Throughout the race you may be switching race positions and pushing other players backwards.

EXTENDING THE LEAD - Any Driver will always roll mode ‘C’ against the Pack. If you manage to be the race leader, you’ll 
want to create a gap between yourself and the 2nd placed Driver. By simply continuing to make attacking moves, if you 
succeed, you create a Gap to 1st place and a bu�er zone from any REAR DRIVER challenges.

CHAMPIONSHIP RACING - While you may just like to play a single race and declare the winner being the highest position 
to cross the starting line, the real battle happens during a Championship season across all 4 tracks. 

Championship points are awarded as follows: 1st place - 25 points; 2nd -18; 3rd - 15; 4th -12; 5th - 10; 6th - 8; 7th - 6; 8th - 
4; 9th - 2; 10th - 1. If drivers are tied on points, positions are decided on results countback. At the completion of all 4 tracks, 
tally your points with the higest total being crowned ‘Champion’.

In addition to points, any podium �nish (1st/2nd/3rd) during the ‘Championship’  will allow an extra ‘reroll’ on your next 
qualifying lap. 

Just as a real GP Race is an exhausting ordeal, Pocket Sports GP Racing will have your Driver attack, advance, drop back or 
even crash. Once you roll through a few moves the game will become very quick to play. Start your engines! 
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Find our other sports games online - www.pocketsports.com.au
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